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Abstract

According to the use of Code-Mixed Offensive
contents in social media posts, this study has
the focus on such contents in low-resourced
Dravidian languages such as Tamil, Kannada,
and Malayalam using the bidirectional ap-
proach and fine-tuning strategies. Our pro-
posed model got a 0.96 F1-score for Malay-
alam, 0.73 F1-score for Tamil, and 0.70 F1-
score for Kannada based on the benchmark
leader-board. Moreover, in the view of mul-
tilingual models, our modal ranked 3rd and
achieved favorable results and confirmed the
model as the best among all systems submitted
to these shared tasks in these three languages.

1 Introduction

The use of social media platforms (e.g., Facebook,
Twitter, and YouTube) has become an important
activity in the everyday lives of most internet users.
The users share their thoughts with multilingual
societies in the form of comments and posts on
social media. In the last few years, with a pro-
liferation of social media users, posts and com-
ments have become an information form that is
simply called code-mixed text (Chakravarthi et al.,
2020; Androutsopoulos, 2013; Chakravarthi et al.,
2019) due to the lack of impressions in a single lan-
guage when conveying their thoughts online with
the multi-linguistic community (Suryawanshi et al.,
2020).

Most of the social media platforms encourage
users to convey and express their opinions in their
preference with a small number of restrictions and
intend to collect user comments and posts to pro-
vide a customized feed. In addition to this, these
collected data are also used for advertising, mar-
keting, and detecting the occurrence of bad ac-
tivities. It is rather difficult to identify offensive
code-mixed content written in a non-native (Ro-
man) script (Rosowsky, 2010). This complexity in

such execution of the natural language processing
tasks cannot be solved by the technologies devel-
oped for a monolingual text (Solorio et al., 2014;
Diab et al., 2014) but multilingual models can.

Offensive language identification of code-mixed
data on social media platforms is important to iden-
tify the movie reviews, product reviews, enable
advertisements, monitor political activities, and
identify social trends. The code-mixed data always
adopts the vocabulary and grammar of multiple
languages and generates new user-based content
structures (Choudhary et al., 2018). This is chal-
lenging for offensive language identification tasks
as traditional and unidirectional approaches and
lack of dataset result in not capturing the meaning
and limits the accuracy of the task.

According to the shared task, this study exe-
cuted a comment or post level offensive language
identification of the code-mixed contents which
was collected from YouTube comments and posts
on Dravidian language pairs (e.g. Tamil-English,
Kannada-English, and Malayalam-English). Each
of given sentence is annotated with labels as fol-
lows: Not-offensive, Offensive Targeted Insult
Other, Offensive Targeted Insult Individual, Offen-
sive Targeted Insult Group, not Tamil or not Malay-
alam or not Kannada, and Offensive Untargeted.
This research work proposed a system that uses M-
BERT which stands for Multilingual-Bidirectional
Encoder Representations with Transformers (De-
vlin et al., 2019), as a pre-trained model and ap-
plied fine-tuning strategies as a transfer learning
approach to solve the given task.

The rest of the sections in the paper are as fol-
lows. Section 2, reviews related experiment works
in offensive language identification in three views.
Section 3 describes the methodology with system
architecture which includes the classification fea-
tures and transfers learning strategies. The fourth
section presents the conducted experiments using
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different approaches and features. Section 5 analy-
ses the results of the proposed system in the bench-
mark. Benchmark results are discussed in section
6 and finally, the conclusion followed by future
research directions.

2 Related Work

Due to the code-mixed dataset limitation on the
low-resourced languages such as Tamil, Sinhala,
Malayalam, and Kannada, there were a few num-
bers experiments have been done in this area (Jose
et al., 2020; Hande et al., 2020; Chakravarthi
et al., 2020; Ghanghor et al., 2021b,a; Puranik
et al., 2021; Hegde et al., 2021; Yasaswini et al.,
2021). Arora (2020) developed a model to
identify Hate Speech and Offensive Contents in
Dravidian languages (e.g. Tamil-English and
Malayalam-English) from the code-mixed com-
ments and posts collected from social media us-
ing pre-trained ULMFiT on synthetically gener-
ated code-mixed data. Their proposed method
achieved 0.88 and 0.91 weight F1-score for code-
mixed Tamil-English and Malayalam-English, re-
spectively. On the other hand, some tasks have
been done based on dataset creations to provide
support for low-resource language identification
tasks. To encourage sentiment analysis tasks and
overcome the non-availability of the code-mixed
dataset in Tamil-English Chakravarthi et al. (2020)
created a sentiment-annotated corpus containing
15744 YouTube comments and posts. In addition
to this, they examined the benchmark system with
various machine learning algorithms such as Lo-
gistic Regression (LR), Support Vector Machine
(SVM), K-Nearest Neighbour (K-NN), Decision
Tree (DT), Random Forest (RF), Multinominal
Naive Bayes (MNB), 1DConv-LSTM, BERT Mul-
tilingual, DME and CDME. In this task, the Lo-
gistic regression, random forest classifiers, and
decision trees were provided better results com-
pared to other algorithms. Jose et al. (2020) build
a standard corpus for Malayalam-English to in-
crease the sentiment analysis tasks in the code-
mixed contents. Thayasivam and Smith (2019)
created a newly code-mixed dataset annotated in
the sentence and word level collected from Face-
book comments, chat history, and from public posts
for Sinhala-English language pairs. Hande et al.
(2020) explored in Kannada-English by the tradi-
tional learning approaches such as Logistic Regres-
sion (LR), Support Vector Machine (SVM), Multi-

nomial Naive Bayes (MNB), K-Nearest Neighbors
(KNN), Decision Trees (DT), and Random Forest
(RF).

In high-resource languages, Priyadharshini et al.
(2020) examined methods using Transformer mod-
els to predict the named entities in corpus written
both in the native script as well as in the Roman
script for the English-Hindi language pairs. On the
other hand, the explorations for English-Spanish
(Solorio et al., 2014), Chinese-English (Lee and
Wang, 2015), and English-Bengali (Patra et al.,
2018) language pairs were used multiple-classifier
based automatic detection approach, unidirectional
LSTM, and common generic forms of Deep Learn-
ing and Neural Network approaches to perform
their identification tasks.

According to the social media explosion, offen-
sive language identification has become an increas-
ingly important task and a few studies have been
published on single languages (Thavareesan and
Mahesan, 2019, 2020a,b). Malmasi and Zampieri
(2017) performed an analysis to separate the gen-
eral profanity from the hate speech in social me-
dia. They presented a supervised classification sys-
tem that used character n-grams, word n-grams,
and word skip grams and their model was able to
achieve 80% accuracy on a huge dataset which
contained English tweets annotated with three la-
bels, namely, ”hate speech (HATE)”, ”offensive
language but no hate speech (OFFENSIVE)”, and
”no offensive content (OK)”. Pitenis et al. (2020)
addressed the problem of offensive language iden-
tification for the Greek language by created their
annotated corpus using comments retrieved from
Twitter Posts and experimented with seven differ-
ent classification models: Pooled GRU (Plum et al.,
2019), Stacked LSTM with Attention (Plum et al.,
2019), LSTM and GRU with Attention (Plum et al.,
2019), 2D Convolution with Pooling, GRU with
Capsule, LSTM with Capsule and Attention and
BERT (Devlin et al., 2019). In this task, LSTM
and GRU with Attention performed well compared
to all other models in-terms of macro-f1. How-
ever, the fine-tuning approach with the BERT-Base
Multilingual Cased model did not provide good
results.

Based on the above analysis, most of the ap-
proaches were unidirectional-based except the
works done by (Chakravarthi et al., 2020) and (Pite-
nis et al., 2020). They used BERT (Devlin et al.,
2019) as their bidirectional algorithm but it did not
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reach the state-of-the-art on code-mixed contents
at that time. After a lot of studies and observations,
BERT is chosen for this low-resource language
experiment as a challenge.

3 Methodology

3.1 Data Preprocessing
Two data pre-processing techniques followed and
kept them as minimal methods to suit all other lan-
guages. Emojis play a key role in expressing emo-
tions in the posts and comments of social media
(Hettiarachchi and Ranasinghe, 2019). The better
approach to deal with emojis is to convert emojis
to words so that it is being helpful to preserve in-
formation. So converting Emojis into text is the
first preprocessing technique. For this purpose, it is
used a dictionary of emojis1 to do this conversation
due to the unconfirmed existence of embeddings
for emojis in the pre-trained model. After that, it is
discarded a list of punctuation that is available in
Python’s string module from the input text, based
on the use case.

3.2 BERT Transformer
BERT is a transformer-based, multi-layer, and bidi-
rectional model with an attention mechanism that
has the learning ability to contextual relations be-
tween words and sub-words in a sequence or text.
The default form of the transformer contains two
separate objects such as an encoder and a decoder.
The encoder reads the input text and the decoder
makes predictions for the given classification task
(Devlin et al., 2019). BERT overcome the limita-
tion which is in the previous language models (e.g.
word2vec and GloVe) when interpreting context
and polysemous words and it effectively performs
in monolingual as well as multilingual classifica-
tions and leads to the greatest performance increase
in the natural language processing task, including
Question Answering (SQuAD v1.1), Natural Lan-
guage Inference (MNLI), and others (Devlin et al.,
2019). Apart from the unidirectional language mod-
els, transformer encoders read the whole input se-
quence of words at once. Therefore, BERT is the
best bidirectional transformer rather than bidirec-
tional LSTMs and would perform with high accu-
racy. This behavior leads the transformer model to

1Bhavika Kanani, ’Text Preprocessing: Handle
Emoji & Emoticon’, Machine Learning Tutorials,
2020, https://studymachinelearning.com/
text-preprocessing-handle-emoji-emoticon/,
(accessed 14 January 2021).

learn the context of a word from left to right and
right to left of the word at the same time (Devlin
et al., 2019).

Primarily, the task of this research is multilin-
gual offensive language identification, therefore it
is used a pre-trained transformer-based multilin-
gual BERT model (Devlin et al., 2019) and im-
plemented using HuggingFace. The pre-trained
models are available in the HuggingFace model
repository 2. BERT supports 104 languages includ-
ing Tamil, Kannada, and Malayalam. It includes
approximately 110M parameters with 12-layers,
768 hidden-states, and 12-heads (Gopalan and Hop-
kins, 2020). Normally, BERT fetches input data
in a specific format, with special tokens to mark
the beginning ([CLS]) and separation/end of sen-
tences ([SEP]) to mark the end. Furthermore, it is
necessary to tokenize the text into tokens that cor-
respond to BERT’s vocabulary. For each tokenized
sentence, BERT requires input ids, a sequence of
integers identifying each input token to its index
number in the BERT tokenizer vocabulary. For
a given token, its input representation is built by
adding the related token, segment, and position
embedding (Devlin et al., 2019). A visual repre-
sentation of the BERT model can be seen in the
Figure 1.

Figure 1: BERT model designed for Text classification
tasks for a single sentence input. [CLS] and [SEP] are
special and separate tokens.

3.3 Fine-tuning

The main idea of the fine-tuning strategies is to load
a pre-trained (bert-base-multilingual-cased) clas-
sification model which is trained on more than the
top 100 languages in the largest Wikipedia (Devlin

2https://github.com/huggingface/
transformers

https://studymachinelearning.com/text-preprocessing-handle-emoji-emoticon/
https://studymachinelearning.com/text-preprocessing-handle-emoji-emoticon/
https://github.com/huggingface/transformers
https://github.com/huggingface/transformers
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et al., 2019), add or remove layers, prepare multi-
ple inputs, and adjust parameters such as a learning
rate, the number of epochs, the optimizer, and reg-
ularization parameters. According to the recent
studies, some fine-tuning strategies have ensured
results such as self-ensemble, and language mod-
eling and Hindi, and Bengali. Therefore, this re-
search work examined this strategy to see whether
it improves the results for low-resource languages
too.

BERT is adopted for the given multilingual
offensive language identification task and per-
forms fine-tuning from the pre-trained bert-base-
multilingual-cased classification model which is
trained on more than the top 100 languages with
the largest Wikipedia. TFBertModel, the mother of
all different BERT classification models3 is chosen
since the task is to classify posts and comments
into six distinct classes as above indicated. BertTo-
kenizerFast was loaded from the same transformer
library4 to tokenize the input texts and prepare
some additional inputs than input ids such as atten-
tion mask which leads to performance increase and
token type ids. Dropouts were applied to the BERT
layers and passed TruncatedNormal distribution as
kernel initializer to the output dense layer. Finally,
the system was trained on the Tamil, Kannada, and
Malayalam languages separately using the training
datasets provided by the organizers (Chakravarthi
et al., 2021; Jose et al., 2020; Chakravarthi et al.,
2020; Hande et al., 2020). The system architecture
is shown in Figure 2.

4 Experiments

4.1 Data

For this study, it is used separate larger datasets
with manually annotated labels for training, devel-
opment, and testing for each language introduced
by (Chakravarthi et al., 2021; Jose et al., 2020;
Chakravarthi et al., 2020; Hande et al., 2020) as de-
scribed in section 1. The given dataset was divided
into training and validation sets using a 0.8:0.2 split
during the training. Dataset statistics and the data
visualization according to the labels are shown in
the table 1 and Figure 3.

3https://huggingface.co/transformers/
model_doc/bert.html

4https://huggingface.co/transformers/
model_doc/bert.html#berttokenizerfast

Languages Train Dev Test
Tamil 35139 4388 4392
Kannada 6217 777 778
Malayalam 16011 2000 2002

Table 1: Dataset statistics according to the languages.
As you can see, there is a huge difference in the number
of comments and posts between Tamil and the other
two languages.

4.2 Implementation

Fine-tune was mainly done on the learning rate and
the number of epochs of the classification model
manually to obtain the best results for the valida-
tion set. It is obtained that 5e−05 as the best value
for the learning rate for the Adam optimizer and
50 as the best value for the epochs for all the lan-
guages. It took around 1 hour to train the Tamil
model due to a large amount of training dataset
and other language models took only around 30
minutes. The research model of this study achieved
0.7645, 0.7154, and 0.9634 validation accuracy in
Tamil, Kannada, and Malayalam respectively dur-
ing the training period. After evaluating it by using
the development dataset, the testing dataset was
used to make predictions.

Figure 2: Architecture of our proposed model. BERT
Tokenizer converts the word into tokens and generates
token ids, input masks, and input type ids according to
the input word. The main goal of using an input mask
is to gain some performance increase. In addition to the
best layer, we added a dropout and pooled output layer.

https://huggingface.co/transformers/model_doc/bert.html
https://huggingface.co/transformers/model_doc/bert.html
https://huggingface.co/transformers/model_doc/bert.html#berttokenizerfast
https://huggingface.co/transformers/model_doc/bert.html#berttokenizerfast
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Figure 3: Dataset labels distribution on Tamil, Malayalam, and Kannada code-mixed content. the x-axis 0,1,2,3,4,
and 5 indicates Not-offensive, Offensive Targeted Insult Other, Offensive Targeted Insult Individual, Offensive
Targeted Insult Group, Not-in-indented-language, and Offensive Untargetede respectively.

5 Results and Analysis

Teams are ranked by the weighted average F1
score of their classification system. According to
the models which were submitted to all three lan-
guages, we have found ourselves as 3rd in the order
of models. This shows that the research model of
this study achieved state-of-the-art results in all
three languages. Moreover, table 2 illustrate our
ranks in the competition with their weighted Pre-
cision, weighted Recall, and weighted F1-score.
According to the results published in the bench-
mark leader-board, the Malayalam, Kannada, and
Tamil language models of this study have scored
0.96, 0.70, and 0.73 weighted average F1 scores on
the test set and ranked 2nd out of 30 participants,
5th out of 29 participants, 6th out of 31 participants
respectively.

Even though the research model of this study got
the above rank, the F1-score difference between
the first team and Hypers is only 1%, 7%, and
6% respectively. Therefore, it is assumed that the
proposed model of this study provided better re-
sults compared to other models for monolingual
languages and also multilingual languages.

Language P R F1 Rank
Malayalam 0.96 0.96 0.96 2
Kannada 0.69 0.72 0.70 5
Tamil 0.71 0.76 0.73 6

Table 2: Leaderboard - Offensive Language Identifica-
tion in Dravidian Languages-EACL 2021. This shows
our ranks in all three languages in the benchmark.

6 Discussions

Even with the better F1-scores for all three mod-
els, there was some confusion according to the
results. F1-score for Malayalam is comparatively
higher than the other two models. According to the
dataset, the Tamil training set has approximately
35139 posts and comments, in the meantime, Kan-
nada and Malayalam are 6214, and 16011 respec-
tively but given results behaves as opposed to the
number of posts and comments in the training sets.
It may have happened due to the lack of training of
the BERT multilingual based model in the Tamil
and Kannada language. Since BERT multilingual
model was trained on Wikipedia and analyzed wiki
contents5 and got the total contents in Kannada,
Malayalam, and Tamil are 26,769, 71,762, and
134,011 respectively. The lower f1 score for Kan-
nada could be attributed to the less training data.
On the contrary, despite having more training data,
BERT trained on Tamil and Malayalam performs
poorly.

In addition to the above Wikipedia analysis, it
was carried out a qualitative analysis to find pat-
terns and observations on the given dataset. Com-
monly, in the training dataset, more than 80% of the
posts and comments were labeled as Not-offensive
and the remaining were labeled as other types of
labels. The use of English words was minimal al-
though there are many comments and posts which
are in the native language but written in Roman
script. Therefore, it is assumed that the lack of
training in those informal forms of languages led
to such results in the benchmark evaluation.

5https://meta.wikimedia.org/wiki/List_
of_Wikipedias

https://meta.wikimedia.org/wiki/List_of_Wikipedias
https://meta.wikimedia.org/wiki/List_of_Wikipedias
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7 Conclusion

Offensive Language Identification in Dravidian
Language code-mixed text is one of the most chal-
lenging tasks in natural language processing. We
have done such a task in this study using BERT
with a fine-tuning strategy in the low-resourced
languages. In this benchmark, our (Hypers team)
proposed system got 2nd, 5th, 6th rankings for the
Malayalam, Kannada, and Tamil test set respec-
tively. Finally, it was proved that the BERT system
can be used on low-resource languages to the of-
fensive language identification tasks with the best
F1- score.

8 Future Work

In the future, we are planning to use character-
level embedding along with the word embeddings
to get a better representation of an input sentence
and words. On the other hand, misspelled or other
words not appearing in the vocabulary are usually
detected and treated as a special unknown token, so
this will also help in getting a representation for out-
of-vocabulary (OOV) words. Moreover, due to the
size of vocabularies, the word embeddings requires
a lot of memory to store embeddings, and includ-
ing word embeddings in a model adds too many
parameters to the model, so the computational cost
is much higher on it than the character-level model.

Also, it is decided to deal with imbalanced data
in the training and development sets by applying
oversampling to increase the number of samples
for minority classes. It is assumed that the above
approaches will increase the model performance.
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